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THE ASSOCIATION OF 
LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE 
MECHANICS' INSTITUTES, 
MANCHESTER
WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE 1862
It is not too much to say that… the 
method of examinations is the best, and 
perhaps the only, method by which… 
any due efficiency can be imparted to 
the general business of education. 
EXAMINATIONS
COMPETITIVE
• Securing the state against the intrusion of the 
unworthy (p.11)
• Widening the way of access for those who 
aspire to prove themselves worthy of the 
honours and rewards of civil office (p.11)
• Concern that: some may think more of the 
manner of displaying their knowledge… like 
goods in a shop-window, than of laying hold 
upon the substance (p.20)
SPUR TO LEARNING
• A main stimulus and support to mental 
cultivation (p.10).
• They require us to concentrate all the faculties 
of the mind, with all their strength, upon a 
point. In and by the efforts necessary for that 
concentration, the mind itself… becomes more 
able to grapple with great occasions in the 
subsequent experience of life. (p.20)
THE BIRTH OF EDUCATIONAL 
MEASUREMENT
SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT IN EDUCATION
JOSEPH MAYER RICE 1903/1912
Judgment based on the results of an examination, 
in a single room, school, or city, is… absolutely 
worthless…
…there is only one way in which definite 
information… can be obtained. It is by extending a 
reasonable test to a large number of classes, in 
different localities, so that all methods and 
conditions may be represented, and by judging of 
the results on a comparative basis. (p.50).
5 Excellent At the upper end, I may say that the mark 5 was not dispensed with a lavish hand but was reserved for those
papers that were not only, for the most part, accurate in English, but displayed, in addition, an artistic touch.
4 Good 4 differs from the 5 in that it is altogether lacking in that originality which lends to the latter its artistic flavor. Its
characteristic features are: (1) That it is composed of well-constructed sentences; (2) that it is nearly or quite free
from technical errors; and (3) that it relates a well-defined, connected story.
3 Fair The unmistakable 3 is a reproduction that resembles the typical 4, both in the sentence construction and in the
construction of the story, but differs from it in that it contains a number of very palpable flaws, such as poorly
constructed or incomplete sentences, errors in expression or verbal forms, the occasional running of sentences
together, etc. Nevertheless, in form and structure, papers of this type contain enough good points to save them
from being classed as poor. The papers belonging to the other class of 3s are practically free from actual
errors, but present the one characteristic feature of weakness, which, in my opinion, makes them unworthy of
being classed with the 4s.
2 Poor The reproductions of class 2 are manifestly poor; and their distinguishing feature is that the flaws outweigh the
good points, while there is still enough of the righteous in them to save them from being classed as actual
failures.
At the upper end of the 2s, i.e. at the line of demarcation between them and the 3s, we still find papers whose
structure resembles that of the 4s but they abound in errors of one kind or another, and are therefore not
difficult to distinguish.
1 Failure Of the 1s it is not necessary to say a great deal, as they speak so eloquently for themselves, and represent
merely an infinite variety of examples of English as it should not be written.
The highest six schools of the eighteen examined were two school years ahead of the lowest five. 
(p.204).
Converted 5-point scale to percentages. 5 = 100%, 4 = 75%, 3 = 50%, 2 = 25%, 1 = 0%.
GRADE 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
• HIGHEST 6 12.7 18.9 32.4 44.2 64.0
• LOWEST 5 3.9 9.3 14.6 23.4 33.6
If reasonable results do not follow upon a reasonable appropriation of time, the fault lies in the 
teaching and not in the time-table. (p.215).
SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT IN EDUCATION
JOSEPH MAYER RICE 1903/1912
THE PERSISTENCY OF ERROR IN ENGLISH 
COMPOSITION
ROY JOHNSON 1917
I. MISTAKES IN THE CASE OF PRONOUNS 
II. OTHER MISUSES OF PRONOUNS 
III. MISTAKES IN THE USE OF VERBS
IV. MISTAKES IN THE USE OF ADJECTIVES AND 
ADVERBS
V. MISTAKES IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS AND 
CONJUNCTIONS
VI. UNGRAMMATICAL SENTENCE STRUCTURE
VII. FAILURE TO EXPRESS CLEAR MEANING
VIII. MISTAKES IN PUNCTUATION
IX. MISTAKES IN THE USE OF THE APOSTROPHE
X. MISTAKES IN CAPITALIZATION
XI. CARELESS OMISSION OR REPETITION
XII. MISTAKES IN SPELLING
XIII. MISUSE OF QUOTATION MARKS
XIV. MISCELLANEOUS ERRORS
THE PERSISTENCY OF ERROR IN 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ROY JOHNSON 1917
This chart shows the relative amount of each kind of
error made by high-school freshmen and college
freshmen. The entire chart represents high school
error; the checked part of the rectangles represents
corresponding college error. (p.17).
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY 
OF MENTAL MEASUREMENTS
EDWARD LEE THORNDIKE 1904
[Mental] measurements, which involve human capacities and
acts, are subject to certain special difficulties, due chiefly to
the absence or imperfection of units in which to measure, the
lack of constancy in the facts measured and the extreme
complexity of the measurements to be made.
If, for instance, one attempts to measure even so simple and
mechanical a thing as the spelling ability of ten-year-old boys,
one is hampered at the start by the fact that there exist no
units in which to measure. (p.5).
SCALES OF MEASUREMENT
EDWARD LEE THORNDIKE 1904
In arranging a scale of measurement one must so far as possible, 
1. Keep free of individual opinion, must, i.e., be supported by the agreement of all qualified 
observers. 
2. Call equal only those things which can be interchanged without making any difference to the 
issue involved. (p.14)
Need for the objects to be comparable
Need to define a zero point
Need for units - steps of equal difficulty between the objects on the scale
A SCALE FOR THE 
MEASUREMENT OF QUALITY 
IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
BY YOUNG PEOPLE
MILO HILLEGAS 1912 
If there were standards or scales for
the measurements of results in the
various school subjects that would
approximate the accuracy of the
scales used in measuring extension,
weight and time, educational
administrators and investigators
would be able to measure and
express the efficiency of a school
system in terms that would carry
conviction. (p.2).
THE METHOD OF SAMPLES
My Favorite Book,
the book I refer to read is Ichabod Crane, it is an grate book 
and I like to rede it. Ichabod Crame was a man and a man wrote 
a book and it is called Ichabod Crane i like it because the man 
called it ichabod crane when I read it for it is such a great book.
SAMPLE 595. VALUE 183. ARTIFICIAL SAMPLE. 
A SCALE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF QUALITY IN 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION BY YOUNG PEOPLE
MILO HILLEGAS 1912 
The scale is composed of sample English compositions, the qualities of which have been determined 
by more than four hundred competent judges. The values which are assigned to the various samples 
express their quality in the same sense, though not as accurately, as millimeters express the lengths of 
lines. Just as 183 mm may be expressed by 18.3 cm or 1.83 dm., So the 183 employed in this scale 
may be considered as 183 small units of quality. 
The unit: That difference in quality which exactly seventy-five per cent of the judges observe. (p.346)
No attempt has been made in this study to define merit. The term as here used means just that 
quality which competent persons commonly consider as merit, and the scale measures just this quality. 
(p.345)
A SCALE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF QUALITY IN 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION BY YOUNG PEOPLE
MILO HILLEGAS 1912 
The measure may be made more and more accurate by having other judges also
measure, each always in ignorance of the ratings given by the others.
In default of other judges, the measure may be made more accurate by rating the
sample two or more times, each time in ignorance of the ratings previously given.
An individual may be measured more accurately by using several samples of his
compositions, each being rated in ignorance of the ratings given to the other
samples. (Thorndike 1910, p.8 – quoted by Hillegas 1912, p.340).
" D " GRADE COMPOSITION. VALUE, 66.4%
Merits The merits are two: (1) the child had a fairly well-planned story in mind; (2) he
has an accurate knowledge of the use of quotation marks.
Defects The defects are as follows: (1) the paragraphing is poor; (2) there are several
examples of the " run-on " sentence (lines 9, n, and 20); (3) the words propeller,
wherever, together, and tied are misspelled; (4) can is used in line 3 instead of
may, (5) in line 7 there is a singular verb used with a plural subject; (6) there are
errors in punctuation (lines 3, 10, 14, and 19); (7) the vocabulary is childish.
Comparison This theme follows No. 3 in the scale because of the inferior development of its
plot and the greater immaturity of its expression.
HARVARD-NEWTON SCALE
FRANK BALLOU 1914 
Different scales for different types of writing: description, exposition, narration and argumentation 
Comments on why an essay is placed at a given level
RATER TRAINING & ADJUSTING FOR SEVERITY
EARL HUDELSON 1921
Teachers mark 10 sample essays, compare scores with consensus “true scores” in 
scale manual (medians of scores from 96 composition teachers).
Teachers calculate their “systematic error” – subtract average score they awarded 
from average of published scores. 
When using scale, either adjust scores by systematic error estimate or carry out 
further training until scores more closely match published “true” values.
MENTAL AND SCHOLASTIC TESTS 
CYRIL BURT, 1922
A schedule of items to be noted and faults to be overcome will be found of great service both in
assessing literary merit and in teaching literary technique. Such a schedule should include…
• the more mechanical aspects of composition as writing, spelling, punctuation, grammar, 
syntax…
• the more strictly literary aspects of composition as range, correctness, and appropriateness of 
information, of vocabulary, and of rhetorical devices; and, above all
• the logical aspects of composition that is, the general organisation of ideas, as revealed by the 
unity, the complexity, the relevance, and the sequence of sentences and of paragraphs, and, 
indeed, by the intellectual structure of the essay as a whole. (p.331).
MATTHEW WILLING 1918
i) Story value (as judged against the sample essays), ii) Form value (errors per 100 words)
MARVIN VAN WAGENEN 1928
i) Thought content, ii) Sentence and paragraph structure, iii) Mechanical errors 
Based scoring approach and criteria on survey of 209 teachers 
i) Thought, ii) Structure iii) Mechanics
GLWADYS PERRIE WILLIAMS 1933 
ANALYTIC SCORING
BULLOCK ENGLISH COMPOSITION SCALE
AMASA ARCHIBALD BULLOCK 1925
Presbyterian missionary and student of Thorndike at Columbia
English composition scale for Chinese learners of English
“The work of preparing [composition scales] is perhaps less arduous and certainly less 
galling than getting them used willingly and intelligently” (p.6).
Trabue French Composition Scale (Breed 1930)
Rossberg-Leipnitz Scale for German (Fife, 1928, 1931) 
Henmon Scale for Spanish (Henmon 1929) 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES 
AND POINT OF VIEW
WALTER DILL SCOTT & ROBERT CLOTHIER 1923
Define qualities required for a work role:
Ability to Learn, Personal Productiveness (quantity of work achieved), Workmanship 
(quality of work), Industriousness, Initiative, Cooperativeness and Knowledge of Work 
Define points on a scale for each:
Very Superior; Learns with Ease; Ordinary; Slow to Learn; Dull 
The Rating Scale seems to help make uniform the standards by which different 
executives and supervisors judge their workers. (p.210).
MORE ACCURATE USE OF COMPOSITION SCALES
EDWARD DOLCH 1922
Systematic Thinking Maturity of Sentence Structure Errors
6o Either no apparent plan, or
marked violations of unity and
coherence in the whole.
“Childish" sentences - short,
monotonous, with practically no
inverted order or parentheses. Or long
sentences just "stuck together."
Numerous errors of all kinds short
of sheer illiteracy. An occasional
comma splice or fragment used as
a sentence.
70 A moment's study reveals a
definite plan or succession of steps
in thought, but the structure is not
plain enough to be comprehended
at first reading. Or a bare outline.
Still some monotony of sentence
structure, but varied by occasional long
sentences or inverted order. Or quite
long sentences unsuccessfully handled.
Some awkward sentences and
some misspelling, but no illiterate
blunders.
8o A well-defined plan that is
perceived on first reading and
that is smoothly indicated by words
of back-and-forward reference.
No monotony felt. Variety by change in
length, by inverted order, and by
parentheses. Long sentences well
handled.
None except occasional misspelling
of more unusual words. Occasional
difficulties due to length of
sentences.
9o The qualities of 8o in higher degree plus elegancies of diction and style.
A LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
SCALE
PETER SAMMARTINO 1938
Write answers to simple questions involving no thought or 
vocabulary difficulties. 
General Write a short composition of about ten sentences after 
due preparation in class.
Minor Write a longer composition without class preparation. 
Sentences should be simple and clear but not childish. 
Coherent and well-developed. Unusual words may be 
looked up in a dictionary. 
Major Ability to write a term paper in French.
COMPOSITION: EXAMINATIONS VS NEW TYPE TESTS
EXAMINATIONS
• “FIND OUT WHAT THE PUPIL OUGHT TO DO AND MAKE 
HIM DO IT” (ISAAC KANDEL 1936, P.8)
• SELECTION
• COMPETITION AND ORDER OF MERIT
• CANDIDATE CHOICE OF CONTENT
• EXAMINATION BOARDS, CHIEF EXAMINERS –
SUBJECT EXPERTS
• MARK SCHEMES AND EXEMPLARS
• DISCUSSION AND CONSENSUS/ AUTHORITY
TESTS
• “FIND OUT WHAT THE PUPIL CAN DO, AND ALLOW HIM 
TO DO IT”
• GUIDANCE AND EFFICIENCY
• MEASUREMENT AND AGE COHORT NORMS
• TEST TAKER CHOICE IS MINIMISED
• BUREAUS OF EDUCATION , ED. PSYCHOLOGISTS –
MEASUREMENT EXPERTS
• SCALES AND SAMPLES
• INDEPENDENT JUDGEMENT: RELIABILITY
The modern examination is dominated by the essay. It is based on the essay; it is built of the essay; it
stands or falls by the measurability of the essay.
A pupil's essays show a greater variation in merit than any other intellectual product. The same pupil 
will, with equally good intentions, produce an excellent essay today and an atrocious one tomorrow. 
While one essay would scarcely match the achievement of a lad of twelve, another would do credit 
to a youth of eighteen.
Nobody can mark a given essay with a feeling of certainty that any other equally competent
examiner would give the same mark, or, indeed, that he himself would give the same mark if he had
to deal with the same paper again after he had forgotten his previous mark.
I deny that [the essay] is a good means of measuring anything – even [the pupil’s] knowledge of his
mother tongue. (pp.50-53).




RELIABILITY OF THE GRADING OF HIGH-
SCHOOL WORK IN ENGLISH
DANIEL STARCH AND EDWARD C. ELLIOTT 1912
THE RELIABILITY OF ESSAY MARKS
GODFREY THOMSON AND STELLA BAILES 1926
RELIABLE READING OF ESSAY TESTS 
JOHN AND RUTH STALNAKER 1934
THE EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT 
METHODS OF MARKING ENGLISH 
COMPOSITION
BEATRICE CAST 1939
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STUDY OF 
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROBLEMS
VIVIAN HENMON 1934
A single test of two and a half hours could be developed which would have 
greater reliability and just as high validity as the two old-type examinations 
requiring five hours. The cost of reading the new-type examinations was 
conservatively estimated to be about one-fifth the cost of reading the old-
type examinations. (p.198). 
LANGUAGE TESTING
ROBERT LADO 1961
“When we abandon the attempt to elicit complete written 
samples to test writing, we are better able to cover the 
entire range of difficulties in the language and in its 
writing or any representative sample of these problems. In 
any case, we are able to secure a wider sample by this 
approach, and the scoring can be made either more 
objective or completely objective depending on the 
technique.” (Lado 1961, p.250).
ESSAY EXAMINATIONS
JOHN STALNAKER 1951
• THE ESSAY QUESTION CONTINUES TO BE THE MOST WIDELY USED TEST FORM IN 
ACHIEVEMENT TESTING TODAY. (P.597).
• THE PERSISTENCE OF ESSAY EXAMINATIONS APPEARS TO REFLECT THE JUDGMENT OF 
TEACHERS THAT NO EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVES ARE AVAILABLE. (P.273).
ESSAY EXAMINATIONS
WILLIAM COFFMAN 1971
CONCLUSIONS 
& QUESTIONS
